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On 2-Groups of Small Rank Admitting 
an Automorphism of Order 3 
In a recent paper [9] we classified all 2-groups of rank at most 3 admit- 
ting an automorphism of prime order /I > 3; the purpose of this paper is to 
start classifying those 2-groups of rank at most 3 which admit an 
automorphism H of order 3. Throughout this paper, we let S denote such 
a 2-group and let T= [S. 01 and C= C,JO), and we shall deal with the 
casts where C is trivial, where the structure of S follows readily from [4], 
and where C has rank 2 or 3. The main part of this paper is devoted to the 
proofs of the following results: 
THEORW A. !/‘ m(C) = 2, [hen one of the ,fi)llok~~ing 111.o possibilities 
occurs: 
(i) T is isomorphic to Q, or Qx x Qx and S = T+ C. 
(ii) T is isomorphic tu Qs x Q8 and S is un e.rtension of ‘I‘* C.,( 7’) hi. 
Zzl where (./C,(T) interchaqes the fuctors of 7’. 
THEOKEM B. rj‘ m(C) = 3, then one of the ,foNo~~ing four possibilities 
occurs: 
(i) T is i.vomorphic to Q8 or Qx x Q, and S = T * C. 
(ii) T is isomorphic [a Q, x Qx and S is an extension of T * C’\(T) hi, 
Zz, Inhere C!C,( T) interchunges the factors of T. 
(iii) T is ultraspeciul of order 27, C, (0) = Z(T) is isomorphic IO ES, 
and S = T * C. 
(,iv) T is ultruspecial qf order 2’: C,(O) = Z(T) i.s isomorphic IO E,, 
and S = T. 
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Theorem A has the following immediate corollary, which was used in 
various classifications of finite groups (see [6, 7, 81): 
COROLLARY C. (i) If C is isomorphic to E,, S is isomorphic to Q, x Z, 
or Q8 x Q8. 
(ii) If C is isomorphic to D,, S is isomorphic to Q8 * D, or Q8 {Z,. 
(iii) If C is isomorphic to D2,,, or SD,, with m Z 4, S is isomorphic to 
Q, * Dsrn or Q8 * SDzm, respectively. 
We shall also use Corollary C in the proof of Theorem B. 
The case where C is trivial is easily dealt with. If S is abelian, then clearly 
S is isomorphic to Z2, x Z,, ; if not, then Z(S) is a proper subgroup of 
rank 2 and a,(Z(S)) is isomophic to Ed. If t is an involution in S - Z(S), 
then t and ts commute by [l, Theorem 10.151, so that Q = (t, t’, 
G,(Z(S))> is elementary abelian. Since (2 is e-invariant and C,(e) = 1, 
m(Q) =4, a contradiction. So a,(S) =!G?r(Z(S)), and hence S contains 
precisely three involutions, which are permuted transitively by 0. It follows 
from [4] that S is isomorphic to U,,, a Sylow 2-subgroup of U,(4). So we 
have the following result: 
THEOREM D. Zf C is trivial, then S is isomorphic to Z,, x Z2, or Ue4. 
The notation used in this paper is fairly standard; the reader is referred 
to [ 1, 6, 71 in particular. We use the term ultraspecial as in [3] to mean 
a p-group P in which P’ = @(P) = Z(P) = O,(P). 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section, we list some preliminary results we shall need. The first 
two are not difficult, and we leave the proofs to the reader. 
PRoPOsITIoN 2.1. GL(3, 2) contains no element of order 6. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (i) Q8 * Z,, and D, * Zzm are isomorphic for m 2 2. 
(ii) Q8 * D,, and D8 * Qzm are isomorphic for m 3 3. 
(iii) Q, * Q 2m and D8 * Dzm are isomorphic for m 3 3. 
(iv) Qs * SD 2m and D, * SDzm are isomorphic for m 3 4. 
From Proposition 2.2 and [l, Theorems 5.4.9 and 5.521, we have: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that P is a 2-group with no non-cyclic charac- 
teristic abelian subgroups. Then 
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(i) Jf m(P) = 1, P is isomorphic to Zzm or Qznn. 
(ii) (f m(P) = 2, P is isomorphic to DzJp,, SD?“,, Q* + Z?“‘. or 
Q8 * D2”>. 
(iii) [f m(P) = 3, P is isomorphic to Q8 * Q?m. Qs * SD?“,. 
Qx * Q, * ZJrrc, or Qx * Q8 * Q2”,. 
For proofs of the following two results, the reader is rcferrcd to C-3. 
Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.41: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Jf IX is u p’-uutomorj)hi.sm qf’ the non-triciul p-group P 
such that 
(i) I centralizes twry uheliun characteristic subgroup of P. and 
(ii) [P? x] = P, 
then P’ = (1>(P) = Z(P) = C,(z) has exponent p. 
PROPOSITIOS 2.5. If P is an ultruspeciul 2-grouj), then m( P.‘P’) d 2m( P’). 
3. STRUCTURE THEOREMS FOR S 
In this section, we prove some results which determine the structure of 
S for a given T. 
PROPOSITIOI\; 3.1. [f 7‘ is isomorphic IO Qx, then S = T * C. 
Proc$ Out(T) is isomorphic to Sj and 8 centralizes .7,‘7: 
PRorosrrIo~ 3.2. !f T is isomorphic to Qx * Q,, then either S = 1’ * C or 
else S is un e.rtension of T * C,(T) by Zr, where C/C,s( T) interchanges the 
jtictors qf‘ T. 
ProqL Set T = T, Y T,, where T, and Tz are isomorphic to Q8. Since 
T, and 7; arc the only subgroups of T isomorphic to Qx, elements of 
C -- C,(T) must either normalize each subgroup or else interchange them. 
If t E C normalizes each Ti, then, since Out(Qx) is isomorphic to S’;? 
t centralizes each T,; so C,‘C,s(T) has order 1 or 2 and, in the latter case. 
elements of C - C,(T) interchange T, and I‘,. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. !f T is isomorphic to Q8 x Q,, then either S = T * C ot 
else S is an extension qf T * C,s( 7‘) by* Z,, tivhere C’I’C,~( T) interchunges the 
fbctors of’ 7’. 
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ProoJ: Set T = T, x T,, where Ti = (a,, bi) is isomorphic to Qs, 
aB=b,, h~=a,b,, and Z(TJ= (zi) (i= 1,2). By counting how many 
elements of order 4 square to each involution in T, we see that (zi z2) is 
characteristic in T. Set s= S/(ziz,). 
Since T is isomorphic to Q8 * Q,, Proposition 3.2 gives that either $= 
T * c or else s is an extension of T * C,(T) by Z,, where C/Cs( T) inter- 
changes T, and Tz. Suppose that s= T * c. If C does not centralize T, 
choose t in C - C,(T). Since t centralizes T, we may assume that ai = 
a,z,z2. So b: =a~‘=a~‘=b,zlz2 and, similarly, (a,b,)‘=a,b,z,z,. But 
(albl)‘= aibi = a,b,, a contradiction. So S= T* C as required. 
So we may assume that 3 is an extension of T * C,(T) by Z,. Applying 
the argument of the previous paragraph to the pre-image of T * Cs( T), we 
see that S is an extension of T * C,(T) by Z2. Choose t in C- C,(T), and 
label the elements of T, and T2 so that ?ii = a*, and hence a\ = a2 or 
a2z1z2. If ai = a2, then bi = ayf= ai” = b,, and t interchanges T, and T, as 
required. If a: =a2z1z2, replace a2 by a2z1z2 and b, by b2z1z2; t now 
interchanges T, and T, as required. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If T is isomorphic to Q, * Q, * Q8 and m(S) d 3, then 
S= T. 
The proof of Proposition 3.4 is a little more involved than those of the 
preceding propositions, and we begin with a couple of lemmas. Let T = 
T, * T2 * T,, where Ti = (ai, bj) is isomorphic to Q8, a: = bi, be = aibi 
(i = 1, 2, 3), and Z(T) = (z ). If C is contained in T, then S = TC = T as 
required; so let x be an element of C- T with x2 E T. Since x2 E C n T, 
x2 = 1 or z. 
LEMMA 3.5. C,(T) = Z(T). 
Prooj If t is an involution in C,(T) - T, then m(( T, t)) = 4; so 
fJ,(C,(T)) is contained in T, i.e., O,(C,(T))= (z). If y is an element of 
order 4 in C,(T), then y2 =z and (a1a2, b,b,, z, a,y) is isomorphic to 
E16, a contradiction. So C,(T) = (z) as required. 
COROLLARY 3.6. x does not centralize T. 
LEMMA 3.7. rf u E T, - Z(T), then u* = u or uv with v E ( Tj * Tk) - (z) 
(where {i, j, k} = (1, 2, 3)). 
Proof Relabelling if necessary, we may assume that i = 1 and that 
u = a,. If a4 is not of the required form, then we must have that a; = a, z, 
w, b,w, or alblw with WET, * T3. 
IfaT=a,z then b’f=ap=af’= b,z and (x, 0) acts as Z, on T1, a con- 
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tradiction. If a; = it’ then, since w has order 4, we may take \V = a,. Now 
hr=uy=a;“=h,, and either (a,a,, h,b,, x1 z) or (u,az, h,b,, all-y, z) 
is isomorphic to E,6 (for x1= 1 or z respectively), a contradiction. So 
a: = h, M, or a, h, IV. Replacing 8 by fV ’ if necessary, we may assume that 
U; = b, M:. Since 12: has order 2, we may take IV = L or u~cI.~. 
If a;=h,z then b-;=uy=a;“=a,b, z and (x, 0) acts as 2, on 7,) a 
contradiction. If a;=h,a,u,, then h-~=u~‘=~~“=a,b,h~b~ and so U, = 
a;’ = (h, u7u3)*: = u, h, bzb,(u,a,).‘, giving that (~~a,)-’ = (h, h,h,) -l, a 
contradiction, since a2u3 has order 2 and h, hzh, has order 4. 
We may now complete the proof of Proposition 3.4. By Corollary 3.6 
and Lemma 3.7, we may assume that u; =u,t‘ with CE (7‘, * T,) - (z). 
Since 11 has order 2, we may assume that U-F = u, LI?U;. So U, = (I;’ = 
a, a,~~(a,a,)‘, and hence (~~a~)-~ = (0~0~) -’ = uzuJ. Let a; = a:~: so that 
u; = w ‘a,. By Lemma 3.7, either HI= 1 or else 11: iies in (T, * T,) - (z) 
and (T, * r,)- (z), i.e., 1~ lies in T, -(z): but then u2\+) has order 2, 
a contradiction. So w= 1, u;’ =u2, and h;=ai’=~;“= b,. But now U, 
commutes with h, but a.; = a,azaj does not commute with hi = b,. a 
contradiction. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Throughout this section, let S denote a minimal counter-example to 
Theorem A. 
LEMMA 4.1. m(%(S)) = 2. 
Prooj: If m(Z(S)) = 3, then m( (Z(S). C)) = 4; so WC may assume that 
m(Z(.S)) = 1. If S has no non-cyclic characteristic abelian subgroups, the 
result follows from Proposition 2.3; so let Q be a non-cyclic characteristic 
abclian subgroup of S. We may assume that Q is elementary abelian. Since 
Z(S) is cyclic, n,(Z(S)) is contained in Q. 
If m(Q) = 3, then there is an involution t in C- Q. Since m(S) = 3, t does 
not centralize Q; but then (I, 0) acts as Z, on Q, contradicting Proposi- 
tion 2.1. So m(Q) = 2 and, as 0 centralizes a,(Z(.S)), 0 centralizes Q. 
Set R = C,(Q). Since Z(S) is cyclic: [S : R] = 2. Since C,(O) contains Q, 
R satisfies one of the conclusions of Theorem A by the minimality of S, and 
hence [R, B] is isomorphic to Q, or Qx x Q,. Since 8 centralizes S/R, 
[S, O] is contained in R, and hence [S, O] = [R, U] is isomorphic to Q8 or 
Q8 x Qx. The result now follows from Propositions 3.1 and 3.3. 
LEMMA 4.2. If Q is an ahelian subgroup of S with [Q, 0] contained in Q. 
then 8 centrulizes Q. 
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ProoJ First note that 19 centralizes Z(S), else m(Z(S) x C) =4. If 8 
does not centralize (2, then m(Q)= 2 or 3. If m(Q)=2, then 
m(Z(S)xQ)=4. If m(Q)=3, then m(CnQ)=l, and hence 
m(Z(S) n Q) = 1. Let t be an involution in Z(S) - Q; then m( (t, Q)) = 4, 
a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If S= T, then S’ = @(S) = Z(S) = C is isomorphic to 
J%. 
ProoJ: Proposition 2.4 and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.4. T is a proper subgroup of S. 
Proof. Suppose T = S. Assume first that there is an involution t in 
S-Z(S) and let u = te, z, = u’, and Q = (t, U, v, Z(S)). Since 8 normalizes 
Q and C,(O) = Z(S) by Corollary 4.3, IQ\ = 16. We see that Q is elemen- 
tary abelian, which gives that m(S) 3 4, a contradiction. So G?,(S) = Z(S), 
and hence m(S/Z(S)) d 4 by Proposition 2.5. The result follows from [2]. 
LEMMA 4.5. sZ,(Z(S)) is not contained in T. 
Proof: If Q,(Z(S)) d T, then T satisfies one of the conclusions of 
Theorem A by Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4 and the minimality of S. Since 
[T, f3] = T, T is isomorphic to Q, or Q8 x Q,; the result now follows from 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.3. 
We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem A. By 
Lemma 4.5 we have that m(T) < 2. If Q is a non-cyclic characteristic 
abelian subgroup of T, then 0 centralizes Q by Lemma 4.2, and so 8 cen- 
tralizes (Q, Z(S)), which has rank at least 3 by Lemma 4.5. So T has no 
non-cyclic characteristic abelian subgroups, and since [T, l3] = T, T is 
isomorphic to Q, by Proposition 2.3. The result follows from Proposi- 
tion 3.1. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
Throughout this section, let S be a minimal counter-example to 
Theorem B. 
LEMMA 5.1. If Q is a normal abelian subgroup of S which is normalized 
by 8, then 0 centralizes Q. 
ProoJ: We may assume that Q is elementary abelian. If 6’ does not cen- 
tralizeQ, thenm(Q)=2or3.Ifm(Q)=2,thenQnC=l;sinceAut(Q)is 
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isomorphic to S,. c‘ centralizes Q and m(C x Q) = 5, a contradiction. So 
m(Q) = 3 and IQ n CJ = 2. Now if t is an involution in C- Q, then f 
centralizes Q by Proposition 2.1, and so m( (Q, t)) = 4, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 5.2. T’ = @(I’) = Z(T) = C,(6) is rlementur}l uhdiun qf!f’order UI 
most 8. 
Proqf: If Q is a characteristic abclian subgroup of 7, then (I centralizes 
Q by Lemma 5.1; the result follows from Proposition 2.4. 
LEMMA 5.3. m(C’,.(U)) = 3. 
Proof: If m(C,(H)) = I, then T is extra-special by Lemma 5.2. Since 
II T. O] = 7. and m(T) G 3, 7‘is isomorphic to Qx, Qx * Qx, or Qx * Q8 * Q,. 
If 7‘ is isomorphic to Qx. the result follows from Proposition 3.1. If T is 
isomorphic to Q, * Q8, then Proposition 3.2 gives that either S= 7’* C or 
else S is an extension of T * C,(T) by Z,. Since m(C) = 3, there is an 
involution / in C,J 7’) - T; but now m( (7; I)) = 4, a contradiction. If T is 
isomorphic to Qx * QI; * Q8, then S= T by Proposition 3.4 and m(C) = 1; 
a contradiction. 
If m(C,(ti)) = 2, then, since [T, O] = T. Lemma 5.2 and Corollary C give 
that T is isomorphic to Q8 x QK; the result follows from Proposition 3.3. 
LEMMA 5.4. l2, (T) = Z(T) is isomorphic to E,. 
Pror$ This follows from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 and the fact that 
m(S) < 3. 
LEMMA 5.5, rf‘Z( T) < V d T such that [ V : Z(T)] = 4 und 8 normcke.s 
V, then V is isomorphic to Q, x E.,. 
ProqJ Let u be an element of order 4 in V, 1: = u”. Then t? = UI:Z for 
some i in Z(T). Replace u by ui and u by ~12, SO that I(‘= C’ and E” = ZK. 
Now uz= (u’)“= L” and U= (UC)‘= cuu, so that (u, c) is isomorphic to 
Q8; the resuit follows. 
LEMMA 5.6. T!Z( T) is isomorphic to E,, or E64. 
Proof: This follows from Lemmas 5.2, 5.4? and 5.5, Proposition 2.5, and 
the fact that [ 7’. 01 = T. 
LEblXfA 5.7. [T, cd-1 = 1. 
Prooj: We prove, by induction on n, that I?,(C) centralizes T for each 
rz; the result is clear for n = 0. Suppose that R,, _ ,(C) centralizes T, and ict 
,Y be an element of order 2” in c’. Since [O, X, T] = 1, we have that 
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[x, T, 0]= [T, 8, x] = [T, x]; so it is sufficient to show that [x, T] is 
contained in C,(O) = Z(T). 
Suppose that [x, T] is not contained in Z(T), and pick a in T such that 
[x, a] does not lie in Z(T). Then ax = ug with g E T- Z(T), and g has 
order 4 by Lemma 5.4. Since x2 E Sz, _ i(C), we have that a = ax2 = ugg”, 
and so g” = gg ‘. Let h = ge, so that he = ghz for some z in Z(T). Replacing 
g by gz and h by hz, we may assume that ge = h and he = gh. Since 
h2( g*)’ = g2 and g = (gh)’ = hgh, we have that (g, h) is isomorphic to Q,. 
But hX=geX=gXB=(g-l)e=h-‘, so that (x,0) acts as Z6 on (g,h), a 
contradiction. 
LEMMA 5.8. If TjZ( T) is isomorphic to Eh4, then every element in Z(T) 
is a square in T. 
Proof. Suppose that z in Z(T) is not a square, and let T= T/(z). Then 
12,(T)=Q,(T)=CT(0) is isomorphic to E, and [T,O]=[T,O]=T. By 
Corollary C, T is isomorphic to Qs x f& and hence 1 T( = 2’, a contradic- 
tion. 
We may now complete the proof of Theorem B. Since S= T * C by 
Lemma 5.7, we may assume that T/Z(T) is isomorphic to Ee4, else S is not 
a counter-example to Theorem B. It remains to check that C= Z(T). 
Suppose that Z(T) < C, and pick x in C-Z(T) with z = x2 in Z(T). 
By Lemma 5.8, we may choose a in T with u2 = z, so that (ax)‘= 1 by 
Lemma 5.7. But now (Z(T), ax) has rank 4, a contradiction. 
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